Lensheuvel (Reusel)
Lensheuvel, Reusel
51.3607109, 5.1590807

This apartment is characterized by its modern, warm character and atmosphere, with high
quality living comfort and luxury, where your maximum privacy and tranquillity are central.
Location:Near the center of Reusel with all the shops and services you need. The accommodation
is conveniently located in a rural area on a beautiful plot, with a large outdoor terrace of about
25m2 and view of an architecturally landscaped garden. The location of the apartment is south
facing so you can enjoy the sun. The Loft offers a generous entrance hall, beautiful fully tiled
toilet, one-bedroom, stunning walk-in shower with sink, large living room, fully equipped modern
kitchen, spacious terrace, garden, and private parking, storage room, electronic
remote-controlled entrance gate with camera surveillance on the outside area. The loft is
equipped with a cooling system.The living room is spacious (approx 44m) and is in direct
connection with the fully equipped kitchen. Due to the many high windows and glass front, the
light comes to its maximum. The bathroom is characterized by its space with a beautiful walk-in
shower, bath furniture with a sink. The space is fully equipped for you and is characterized by its
atmosphere and warmth where your living wishes are of course negotiable. Characteristic of the
rental of this Residence is that short stay is possible and that you can compile your living wish
from the package below. The loft is strategically situated for residential work to Philips High Tech
Campus and ASML with a short connection via the A67 towards Veldhoven and Eindhoven.

Overview
Purpose: Rent

Type: Apartment

City: Reusel

Area: 50-100m2

Size precise: 80m2

Energy efficiency: -

Bathrooms: 1

Bedrooms: 1

Indoor amenities
Smart TV

Dishwasher

Heating

Internet

Microwave

Washing Machine

Separate toilet

Dryer

Towels/Bedding

Iron

Laptop-friendly workspace

Outdoor amenities
Private parking

Garden

Agent Details
Name: Swan Short Stay
Phone: +31 13 822 83 06
Mail: info@swanshortstay.nl

Swan Short Stay
Phone: +31 13 822 83 06
Fax:
Mail: info@swanshortstay.nl

